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INTRODUCTION 
A subcritical assembly 1,s defined by Kimel (1, p . 16) 
as " •• • an arrangement of f'isisionable materials and moderator 
in such a way that a chain reia.otion cannot be maintained 
w1 thout an external neutron s:ource •• • ., The subcr1 ti cal 
assembly has been used effeot;ively as a research tool in the 
study of nuclear phenomena. It 1s less expensive to con-
struct and operate than a cr1.t1cal reactor and is safer and 
more flexible in 1 ts use. Heiterogeneous water moderated 
subori ti cal assemblies provid e the researcher a further ad-
vantage by allowing him to e1:amine readily any part of the 
core and to vary the fuel lat;tioe as desired. The value of 
the water moderated assembly to the un1vers1 ty 1s indicated. 
by Lurie (2) when he points o,ut that more universities own 
this type of subor1 ti cal asse:mbly than any other. 
The types of external ne:utron sources used are either 
steady sources or pulsed sources. Some steady sources used 
are pluton1um-beryll1um, antimony-beryllium, radium-beryl-
lium, aooelerators and cri tic(al reactors. Typical experi-
ments employing a water moderated subcritical assembly with 
a steady source of neutrons a.re the measurements of buckling, 
migration area, thermal uttl1zat1on, multiplication factor, 
and activation experiments. 
The use o~ a pulsed neut:ron source involves the obser-
vation of the time behavior of the neutron level following a 
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burst of fast neutrons. The pulsed neutron technique is a 
powerful research tool in reactor physics. The use of a 
neutron pulser with a subor1t1eal assembly enhances the use-
fulness of both. The mul t 1ply1ng medium of the subcri ti cal 
assembl y provides a higher neutron f l ux for such experiments 
as the study of neutron spectra, flux densities, cross 
sect1ons 1 neutron age, reactivities, prompt and delayed 
neutrons. lattice kineti~s and others. 
The purpose of the research associated w1 th this thesis 
·was to provide the Nu.clear Fn.g1neer1ng Department of Iowa 
State University. of Science -and Technology 1rdth a hetero-
geneous, natural uranium, light-water moderated, subcritical 
assembly. The assembly will be used w1 th a. neutron generator 
for pulsed neutron experiments.. The project involved the 
seleotion of materials, lattice configurations, theoretical 
analysis, construction and experimental lattice optimization 
of the assembly. '.this thesis provides the theoretical 
analysis for the lattice optimization; a description of t he 
assembly; the experimental procedures and results of the 
lattice optimization. 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
Kouts, Price et al. ( 3) deseribe some of the early work 
--
with natural uranium and water. A program at Oak Ridge 1n 
1944-1945 was carried out to deter.nine if a chain reaction 
could be sustained with these materials. Buckling measure-
ments indicated that with a suitable air gap around the fuel 
a chain reaetion might be possible. It was concluded, how-
ever,. that a ohain reaction would not be sustained with 
natural uranium and light water in a high flux reactor be-
cause of xenon poisoning. 
One of the first uses of a natural uranium-water sub-
orittoal assembly in a university was at New York University. 
Borst (4) describes how N.Y.u.• s 0 piokle barrel" was set up. 
A heterogeneous lattice of natural uranium was seleoted be-
cause of the improved mult1pl1cat1on factor and light water 
was selected as the moderator because 1 t was less expensive 
than other moderators and because the earlier Oak Ridge re-
sults showed that a reasonable sized uranium-water system 
will not go oritical, thus eliminating the need for a control 
.system. A 2 gram Ra/Be source was used, and a k00 of 0. 981 
and keff of 0.85 were achieved. Later a Van de Gra.aff 
genera.tor was used as a source. In the same article, Borst 
also indicates the value of a pulsed source by mentioning 
several possible experiments that could be pert'ormed w1 th a 
pulsed source. Another early water-uranium assembly was 
used at Georgia Institute of Technology and 1s described by 
McDm.1el and Elliott (5). 'lhe assembly uses a cylindrical 
tank constructed out of type 6061.T6 {structural grade) 
aluminium wi th a hexago~al lattice and 25 curie polonium 
beryllium sour ce. The fuel rods are supported by an 
aluminium structure cons1sting of aluminium plates drilled 
with holes to acoomodat~ 2S alum1n1um t'Uel tubes. Values 
of k= = 0.984 and keff = o. 860 were obta i ned for optimum 
la.tt1ce spacing. 
r;Ja.ter works 011 the wa·cer-uranium assembly are less con-
cerned w1 th the c.escript1 ve detail of ·the assembly itself 
and more w1th how the a s sembly is used. Lurie (2) discusses 
the use of t he assembly in university research and points 
out the value of t he asse-.:m.bly as a research tool. He also 
mentions the increased value when used with a pulsed neut-
ron source. Eecause of the value to university research, 
several commercial firms prod.11.ced water-uran5.um subcr1 ti cal 
assemblies and made th1?.m available to uni vers1 ties for costs 
ranging up to $1S,OOO , excluding fuel and source costs (2). 
Nuclear-Ch1cago Corporation (6) provided an assembly With 
cylindrical tank, hexagonal lattice and a capability of 
achieving k00 = 0.960 &"ld keff' :::: 0.842. Other companies from 
whom assemblies have been purchased are Universal Nuclear 
Corporation; C\1rt1ss-W:r1ght Corporation; and Cook Electric 
Company, Nucledyne Division. 
Sjostrand's work (7) was one of the elassic works on 
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pulsed neutron technique in a suQcr1tical reactor. He 
studied the reactivity and neutron life times of subor1t1cal 
assemblies. Valente (8 , 9 ) describes the pulsed neutron 
technique and reviews its histor-y- and theory with both mul-
tiplying and nonmultiplying media. Ga.relis (10) reviews the 
pulsed neutron methods for multiplying media, tracing the 
history from Sjostrand's work (7) to the (k ~/J) method 
which was first introduced by Ga.relis and Russell (11). 'lhe 
(k ~/Q) technique 1s a fairly simple method of determining 
the subcr1tical1ty of an assembly directly 1n tenns of dol-
lars of reactivity. Meyer (12) used this technique with 
light water lattices and determined that 1 t yields good re-
sults down to at least 3.5 dollars subcri ti cal for reason-
ably small reflected cores. 
Glasstone and Edlund (13) present the age-diffusion 
theory for heterogeneous systems and buckling or exponential 
pile measurements. Their unit cell treatment for a hetero-
geneous system provides the bas1 s for the · theoretical 
anal~sis of this thesis. Ltttler and Raffle (14) extend 
the unit oell treatment to clad fuel by assuming that the 
flux varies linearly w1 thin aluminium cladding. Experi-
mental techniques for the measurement of buokl1ng can be 
found .in Valente (8), ffoag (15) and almost any other standard 
text on nuclear reactor theory. 
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THEORY 
Un1t Cell 1UU\lys1s 
General 
In the analysis of a subcr1t1oal system it is necessary 
to determine the values of the four factors whioh make up 
the 1nf1n1 te mul t1pl1cat1on factor, kDO, where 
k00 =17t-pf. (1) 
The symbols a.re defined in Appendix A. Glower ( 16) shows 
that for a subar1tiaa.l water system. the most reactive core 
will oceur when k00 is a maximum. For a given fuel the values 
of 7 and E are fixed. 'the values of f and p can be varied 
by changing the volume ratio of moderator to fuel, or siml)ly 
changing the lattice spacing. An increase 1n volume of fuel 
relative to mod.era tor ea.uses f to increase and p to decrease. 
Conversely, 1f moderator volume is 1noreased, p will 1.ncrea.se 
and f decrease . One possible theoretical analysis of p and 
f 1s based on the unit cell technique• which 1s presented 1n 
simplest form 1n Glasstone and. Edlund ( 13). 
consider a heterogeneous ar:ra.;v of fuel, moderator and 
cladding to be divided into a number of identical unit cells 
as illustrated in F1gUre 1. Focuslng attention on one unit 
cell• it 1s assumed that a non-circular cross section can be 
replaced by a circular cross section of equal area as illus-
trated. in Flgttre 2. Figure J shows an assumed thermal neutron 
flux distribution 1n half of the unit oell. Table 1 sum-
. Figure 1. Unit cells in heterogeneous lattice 
Figure 2. seven region oyl1ndrical unit cell 
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mar1zes pertinent 1nformat1ot1 about the unit oell. 
Table 1. Unit cell 1nfomat1.on 
Reg1on i;T.a.ter1al D1Dlens1on Fixed va:i,iabl e 
1 Moderator Hi X 
2 Cladding ~ X 
3 Ftlel R:3 X 
4 Cladding R4 X 
5 Moderator R5 X 
6 Tub1ng R X 6 
7 M:>derator ~ 
The following assumptions w1ll be made 1n the analytical 
treatment of the cell: 
a. '!he slowing down dens1 ty-1 q, is dependent on source 
strength; but for a given sottrce strength 1s constant 1n the 
moderator and zero in the fUEil. 
b. Steady state d1ffus1.on theory 1s applicable, thus 
the neutron flux, ¢, is space, d,ependent only. 
e. The fuel 1s eontinuo►us vertically. That is, the 
actual space between fuel fro•m one fuel slug to the next 
will not atfect the tlux. 
d. 'lh•e flux d1str1but101n 1n the cladding is linear. 
'lb.is assumption 1s used by L1.ttler and Raffle (14). 
Using subscripts 1-7 to identify the regions, the thermal 
dift"usion equations applicable to each region are given in 
Table 2. 
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Table 2 . Steady state neutron diffusion equations appli-
cable to unit cell 
Region Neutron Diffusion Equation 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
D1 '7 ¢1 - I:a.1¢1 + q1 = O 
d¢2 
¢2 = ¢1 (R1) + (r-R1 )(-)R 
dr 1 
2 D5V ¢5 - Ea5¢5 + 45 = 0 
d¢6 
¢6 = ¢5CR5) + (r-R5H dr )RS 
2 n,v ¢7 - ');a?¢ 6 + q7 = o 
(2) 
( 3) 
( 4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
In accordance with assumption a above, so.urce terms (q) 
are present only in the diffusion equations for the moderator 
regions. The boundary conditions are summarized in Table 3. 
Equation 9 requires that the flux be symmetric about the 
eenter of the fuel element. Equations 10 through 21 require 
that the neut~n flux and current be continuous across inter-
faces between regions. Equation 22 insures that no net flow 
of neutrons occurs at the outside of the cell boundary. 
If both sides of equation 2 are divided by 
n1 , the d.iffuston equation for the central moderator becomes 
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Table 3. Boundary conditions 
Location Condition 
0 
where 
d¢ 
-1 = 0 dr 
¢2 = ¢3 
d¢2 d¢ 
D2 dr = D3 it 
¢3 = ¢4 . 
d.¢3 - d¢4 
D3 dr - D4 dr 
¢4 = ¢5 
d¢4 - d.¢5 
D4 dr - D5 dr 
¢5 = ¢6 
d¢5 - d¢6 
D5 dr - D6 dr 
¢6 = ¢7 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
( 14) 
( 1.5) 
( 16) 
( 17) 
( 18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
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~ 2 ta1 
1 =,r-1 
= 1 (24) ~ 1 
It 1s assumed that the solut1on to equation 23 1s composed 
of two parts, a homogeneous and particular solution. For 
the homegeneous solution 
(25) 
For cylindrical coordinates 
2 o 2 1 c) 1 a ?~ o 2 17 ; a r"P. + r ~ + 7 R' + c) z2 (26) 
Assuming that the neutron flux distribution is symmetric 
about the fuel centerline and that the fuel element is long 
compared to its diameter. the flux becomes a function of r 
only and terms of equation 25 1nvol ving e and z can be 
neglected. Replacing v 2 1n equation 25 
2 
d -1 1 d9\ 2 
--,,:,- + - -d - k 1 ¢1 = 0 (27) dr4' r r 
for the homogeneous equation. IDtua.t1on 26 ean be sh.own to be 
in the form of a modified Bessel equation which 1s of the 
fo1m 
Let 
Then 
X = Kl r. 
dx _ I< dr - 1' 
(28) 
(29) 
( 30) 
and 
Then 
15 
.9t:~~ dr dx dr 
= 'k ~ . 1 dx 
d.2rJ = S..( k ,g!) ~ dr1dx 
= ¾x<\1 !> ~ 
2 d2~ 
= ~1 , . 
dx 
By substituting 1n equation 27, it is found that 
2 2 
2 d ¢1 x1 d¢1 2 _ 
x 1 -:Z- + - ~ - "'1 ¢1 - O dx . x ax 
2 
If equation JJ 1s multiplied by :- 2, then 1 
2 
( 31) 
(J2) 
( 33) 
2 d ¢1 Ari 2 
X -:-z'"' + :X: °ai - X ¢ l = 0 ( J4) 
dx 
which is in the fom of equation 28 w1 th n = o. Then the 
homogeneous solution is 
¢1 = A1I 0 (x) + A2K0 (x) 
= A1Io(K1r> + A2Ko( k1r> 
For the particular solution 
2 2 q1 
V ¢1 - K1 ¢1 = - D 
1 
( 35) 
( 36) 
where - ~ is a 
1 
soluti~r! f') r ¢ 1 
constant. It 1s assumed that the particular 
is a constant, w. Then 
(37) 
wh1 ch y:t el ds 
16 
W _ C!1 1 
-Di~ 
1 
41 D1 
= Di Iia1 
ql 
= r · 
a.1 
(38) 
Since equation 9 is applicable, Az of equation 35 can be 
eliminated because K
0 
and 1 ts deri vat1 ve K1 become 1nf'1n1 tely 
large at r = o. 'lben the equation for the flux in region 1 1s 
( 39) 
where A is A1 of equation 33. 
Region 2 From equation J of Table 2, 
'Ibis results from the boundary condition that ¢1 and ¢2 be 
equal at R1 and the assumption that the flux 1n r egion 2 
varies linearly with r. From equation 11 of Tabl e J it is 
seen that at r = R1, 
( 3) 
d¢2 D1 d¢1 
dr = I5i (dr)R1 ( 40) 
Upon differentiating equation 39, it oan be shown that 
dfl\ 
dr = A "111 ( y,1 r} ( 41) 
which, when substituted 1n equation 3, yields 
17 
(42), 
Region 3 Equation 4 is the diffusion equation for 
the fuel. It does not include a source term. sinee no neutNns 
a.re thermalized in the fuel. 1be solution to equation 4 1s 
obtained in a manner analogous to that for the homogeneous 
portion of the flux in region 1. Table 4 presents the equa-
tion for flux and its derivative with respect tor. 
Region 4 '!he flux d1str1but1on in region 4 is ob-
tained from equations 5, 14 and 15 in a manner analogous to 
that in region 2. 'lhe results are -summarized in Table 4. 
Region_ 5 The flux 1n the moderator gap or region .5 
is obtained by solving equation 6 in the same manner as in 
region 1. T;he applicable boundary- oond.1 tions will be ap.-
plied later. See Table 4 for the results. 
Re5ion 6 The flux in the tube wall of the tu.el ele-
ment 1s sol.ved similarly to that 1n regions 2 and 4. Equations 
7, 16 and 17 apply. 
Region '7 The diffusion equation for the outer 
moderator is given by equation 8. '!he method of solution 1s 
analogous to that 1n regions 1 and s. 1he solution i a 
G1 and G2 can be related by equation 22. 
d¢z -
d.r - G1 k7I1 ( "-7r) - G2t7K1 ( 7r) 
(43) 
{44) 
Table 4. Flux and flux derivative for unit cell 
Region Equation 
1 
2 
J 
!l\ = AI O ( I<- l r} 
q1 
+-
r:a1 
. a¢1 
dr ~ A k1I 1 ( k1r) 
D1 ~ ql 
¢2 = A[Io(A1 R1) + (r-R1)n"-1I1(K1R1)J + E 
2 al 
d¢2 Dl 
dr = AD k1I1(1<.1fli) 
2 
¢ 3 = c1I 0 ( 1i. 3r) + c2K0 (k 3r) 
d¢ ~ = C1 k3I1 ( f,3r> - C2 ~:f1 ( k. 3r> 
( 46) 
( 47) 
( 48) 
(49) 
.( 50) 
(51 ) 
~ . !=J 4 ¢4 = C1[Io(K3R3) + (r•R3>n "3I1( k3R3 )J + C2( Ko(1<:3R3)- {r-R3 ) D k.3K1(t-3R3)] 
4 4 (52) 
d¢4 D D dr = C1,s2 1:.3I1 ( 1; 3R3) - C2 ~ ,._ J K1 ( '- JRJ) 
4. 4 
5 ¢5 = F1Io( ~5r) + F2Ko( ~5r) + ::5 
d¢ 
dr5 = F1K5I1 ( kj r) - F2~5K1( r- 5r) 
( 53) 
( 54) 
(55) 
.... 
co 
Ill 
Table 4. (Continued) 
Region Equation 
6 ~ ~ ~ ¢6 = FiCio( k5R5)+(r-B.5)D6k5I1C k5R5>] + Fz[ Ko(k5R5)-(r- R5)D6"-5K1(k 5R5)J+ I;a5 
(56) 
d¢6 ~ ~ _::j ' 
"dF = Fl D6 I< 511 ( k 5R5) - .t- 2 n
6 
k 5K1 ( 'k5R5) (57) 
7 - (]. ( Il { k71:z) • ) _1 ¢7 - ~ Io(k?r) + K (~ H-} Ko(k7r) + E 
1 r-1 · a7 (58) 
<Wz I1 '"'z~) Ko ( k Zr) 
dr = G k7[ I 1 ( " 7 r) - K1 \t? ~ ) ] ( 59) 
!-" 
co 
a' 
19 
Then applying eouation 22, it can be shown that 
(45) 
Coupling equations The remaind.er of the boundary 
conditi ons are applied to establish coupling equations from 
which the six unknown coeffioients, At c1 , c2, F1 , F2 and G, 
can be. determined. Table 5 presents these coupling equations 
and the equations from which they are obtained. 
Equations 60 through 65 are in the matrix form 
Nx = N (66) 
where matrix M 1s the matrix of the coefficients of the un-
known constants .. The ll'.latri.x x ls the matrix of the unknown 
constants and N is the matrix of tenns to the right of the 
equal signs in equations 60 through 65. Equation 66 becomes 
m11 m12 m13 m14 m15 m16 A q1/ta1 
m21 m22 m23 m24 m25 m26 C 1 0 
m31 m32 m33 m34 m35 m36 C2 = q5/Ea5 ( 67) 
m41 m42 m43 m44 m45 m46 Fl 0 
m51 m52 m5J m54 m55 m56 F2 q7/Ea7 - 4514a5 
m61 m62 m63 m64 m65 m66 G 0 
where (m1 j} is M defined above . By assigning values to 87, 
all terms of Mare known, making it possible to solve for 
A, c1, c2 , F1 , F2 and G. In order to put equation 67 in a 
20 
Table 5. Coupling equations 
Equations used to 
obtain coupling 
equation 
12, 48, 50 
13, 49, 51 
16, 52, 54 
17, 53, 55 
Coupling equation 
Di-~ ~- - - - ~ - ql 
-A(Io(k1R1) + ( R2- R1) Dx1I1((1R1)J + C1Io(1<182) + C2t {1e382 ) = ~ 
2 ° ~a1 
-AD1k1Il(k1R1) + C1D31<3I1(k3R2) - C2D3~3K1(~3~) = 0 
D D q 
C1 (Io("- 3R3 )+( R4- R3 )~l<3I1 ( ~3R3)] + C2( Ko ('K 3R3 )-( R4-R3)~ x3K1 ( 'k JRJ ) ] - F 1 Io ( )<5R4)- F2Ko ( 'a 5R4) = i:; 
C1D3k3I1C>-3R3) - C2D3"1\3K1C"'-38 J) - F1 D5 'k5I1(k5R4) + F2:C5 'K5K1{)<5R4) = O 
D D ~ I1(k j)K (• R6jl q q 20, 56, 58 F1[I0 (\: 5R5)+( R6- a5),?'i<5I 1 (r- 5R5)J+F2( K0 (\\5R5)-(R6- a5),?k5K1 (k5R5 )J-G I (i.7R6), k ~)2=i1--,?- = O 6 6 ° 1 .._7 a7 a.5 
21, 57, 59 
[ 
I1 (\7:7>K1 ("K7 R6 )~ F1D5k5I1(r-5R5 ) - F2D5k5K1('!<5R5) - G~k7 I1(K7R6 ) - _ _.._ ______ = 0 
K1 hc787) 
( 60) 
(61) 
( 62) 
( 6J) 
(64) 
( 65) 
21 
mo_re convenient fonn f-or later use, 1 t 1s assumed that all 
moderator regions are composed of the same material and that 
the slowing down density is the same throughout the system. 
Then matrix N becomes 
q/X:a1 
0 
N = q/r;a1' 
0 
0 
0 
( 68) 
where .Eai is used for all the moderator regions. SU.bst1 tuting 
equation 68 in equation 67 and dividing both sides by q/tai' 
a modified equation 
1s obtained where 
and 
Mx' = N' 
I: 
X1 = .J!1 X q 
1 
0 
N' = 1 
0 
0 
0 
( 69) . 
(70) 
(71) 
The flux ·equat1ons are then modified also so that in region 1 
where 
¢1 ' = A'I0 (.K1r) + 1 
E 
¢1' = :1 ¢ 
(72) 
(73) 
22 
and 
(74) 
All other flux equations are modified in a similar manner. 
If equation 69 is solved for x•, ¢• can be solved for each 
region and then no:rmal1zed by dividing all¢• •s by¢• 
evaluated at r = o, the same nomalized flux distribution 
will be obtained if¢ had been solved and normalized at 
r = o. Equation 69 1s independent of source strength. 
Therm.al utilization factor 
'l'he thermal utilization can be defined as 
f total neutrons a~sorbed in the fuel per unit time 
= total neutrons becoming thermalized per unit t!me• (75) 
Since thermal1zation is assumed to oceur only in regions 1, 
5 and 7, the rate of thermal neutron production per unit 
1 ength 1 s 2 2 2 2 2 P = nq1a1 + nq5(a5 -R4 ) + n47(17 -R6 ). (76) 
Since 1 t 1s assumed that q1 = 
p = nq(£ii2 + R52 + 
q5 = q.,, 
2 2 2 ~ . ... R4 - R6 ). 
The total number of thermal neutrons absorbed in the 
fuel per unit time per unit length 1s 
Q = J Ea.:3 ¢ 3 2nrdr 3 
= 2rr r.a3l 83 [ c1 I 0 ( k 3r) + c2K0 (l< 3r) J rdr ¾ . 
2rrta3 . ~ 
= )'.: J ~ c1 rI1 ( l<Jr) - c2rK1 ( k3r) + Constant] !12 
(77) 
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= 
2rrt 
K ;3 E:1 [ C1' ( R3I1( K3R3) - ¾I1(\(3R2 )J 
- C2'(R3K1(K3R3) - RzK1 ()(3¾)JJ. (78) 
Equation 79 is obtained by dividing equation 78 by equation 
77. 
(79) 
Resonance escape probabilitl 
Glasstone and Edlund (13) show that the resonance escape 
probability can be represented by the relation 
P = exp [- 1 ~ r fr] (80) 
where fr 1s defined as the resonance utilization factor, ob-
tained in the same manner as fin equation 79 except that all 
parameters {D, Ea, etc.) are for resonance energies. 
It 1s now possible to solve fork~ using known values 
for 'l and ~ , sol v1ng equations 79 and 80 by assigning values 
to a, and substituting in the four factor formula equation. 
~ can now be varied and the behavior of k~ observed for 
different unit cell rad11. 
• 
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Material Buckling 
In a subcri ti cal system the overall thermal neutron 
flux distribution can be represented spproximately by 
(81) 
where Bm 2 1 s the material buckling. 'l'he general solution to 
equation 81 tor a parallelpiped as illustrated 1n F1gare 4 
1s 
~ -Y z{ c. ¢(x,y,z} = L ~ncosm~ eosn5z e mn t..-exp(2ymn(c-z)] ~ 
mn 
'ftle a, b, and care the total extrapolated horizontal di• 
mens1ons as illustrated in Figure 4. y is the inverse 
relaxation length 1n the z d1rect1on. At distances re-
moved from the source and the boundaries of the system, 
the flux distribution is represented a.pp:rox1mately by 
'!hen 
-yz 
¢=A cos:x co~ e 
(82) 
(8.3) 
(84) 
'Dle extrapolated boundaries, a and b, can be determined ex-
perimentally by measuring the flux distribution in the x 
and y directions. The flux distribution in the z direction 
behaves approximately as 
-YZ 
¢(z) = i
0
e (85) 
Y can be determined experimentally by measuring the flux 
d1str1but1on in the z direction. ..y is the slope of the line 
Figure 4. Assembly for rectangular parallelp1ped 
C 
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representing the flux distribution plotted on semi logar1thm.1c 
paper. 
When a, b, and y are substituted in equation 84, 
material buckling 1s determined. If material buekiing 1s 
determined as a function of lattice spacing• a maximum value 
of B2 will be obtained at the optimum lattice spacing for a 
subor1t1cal assembly. · This analysis holds for reflected 
systems if a, band care taken as core boundaries plus the 
reflector savings. 
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.APPARATUS 
The ma1n components of the eXJ)erimental apparatus are: 
1 . Water tank 
2. Fuel element 
J. Fuel rod support 
4. Neutron generator 
5. BFJ neutron detector system 
6. Monitor detector and scaler 
F1gure 5 1s a schematic diagram of the experimental layout. 
Water ·rank 
A drawing of the tank 1s shown 1n Figures 6a and 6b. 
Type 6061-T6 (structural grade) aluminium was used in con-
struction of the tank. The wall 1s made of 1/4 in. plate 
and the bottom of 1/2 1n. plate. A 1 in. x 1 in. x 1/4 in. 
angle is welded to the top. A hole with a 3 1/2 in. pipe 
fitting is provided in the side of the tank. This fitting 
holds a .'.3 1/ 2 in. o.n. threaded aluminium pipe which 1s 
sealed at one end. The pipe provides a housing for the 
drift tube of the neutron generator, thus enabling the 
neutrons to be emitted at the center of the horizontal plane 
of the tank. 
Figure 5. Experimental layout 
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Fuel Element 
* Each fuel element consists of four Savannah River 
Mark VII•A reject canned hollow natural-uranium slugs placed 
end to end in a 6061-T6 aluminium alloy tube. Figure 7 
illustrates the fuel slug and Figure 8 shows the tube. The 
dimensions for the fuel slug are obtained from ( 17). A 
2 in. collar serves as a guide for the fuel element when 
changing the lattice spacing. A 6 in. aluminium tube is 
fixed 1n the bottom to hold the fuel 6 in. above the bottom 
of the tank. See Figures 7 and 8. 
FUel Bod support 
it,.e fuel rods are supported vertically on the bottom 
of the tank. A grid consisting of 1/2 in. x 1/8 in. x 48 in. 
aluminium rods and 1/4-20UNC x 36 in. threaded steel bolt 
is provided at the top of the tank to serve as a guide for 
the fuel elements. 'lhe grl,d insures that the fuel elements 
are properly aligned in the east-west direction (see Figure 
S) and that they will not fall into the tan1t. 'Ih1 s grid 
allows the 1att1ee spacing to be varied from a minimum 
center to center spacing of 4.6 em. (1.8 in.). Figure 9 
illustrates the grid. 
* Civilian Reactor Division, u.s.A.E.c., savannah m.ver 
Office, P.O. Box A, Aiken, south Carolina. 
Figure 7. Fuel slug 
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Neutron Generator 
The source of neutrons 1s a Texas Nuclear Corporation, 
Model 9400 Neutron generator ( 18). The generator 1s designed 
to produce intense fluxes of 14 Mev neutrons. It will pro-
duce a positive ion beam of deuterons or protons in excess 
of 1 milliampere. A th1clt tri t1um ( TJ) target was used9 
yielding 14 Mev neutrons. The fast neutrons are p:rodueed 
by the reaction 
1n
2 
+ 1TJ - 0 n
1 
+ 2He
4 
+ 17.6 Mev. 
The operation of the generator depends on the pro-
duction, extraction and acceleration of ions. After being 
accelerated, the ions strike the target to produce neutrons. 
Figure 10 illustrates the major components of the neutron 
generator. 
• • • Po s1 ti ve 1ons are produced in a radio-fre-
quency type 10 v . source and are extracted by 
applying a potential across the ion source. The 
ions are focused by a gap lens situated directly 
after the exit canal of the ion source base. 
The ions leave the gap lens and enter the f1eld 
of the aocelera.t1ng tube where they are accelerated 
throUgh a potential of 150 Kv. After leaving the 
accelerating tube, the ions drift through a po-
tential free region (drift tube) until they strike 
the target. A vacuum is maintained 1n the entire 
system to minimize the scattering of the ion 
beam. (18, p. 2) 
The control console houses all controls and metering c1r-
cu1 ts. The control consol e 1s connected to the accelerator 
from a remote position by 33 feet of interconnecting cables. 
The neutron generator 1s also equipped with a dual 
Figure 10. Major components of neutron genera.tor 
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pulsing system with the follc►wing spec1f1cations obtained 
from ( 19). 
1. Pulse repetion ratef3 over the continuous range from 
10 .... 10.5 pps, or continuous beam operation. 
2. Pulses 1 µ sec. to ll04 ~ see. duration. 
3. Pulse rise and decaJr times of approximately 
0.5 f" sec. 
4. Variable pulse currEmts from O to 1:-ma. 
5. Residual beam betweEm pulses approximately 0,0006 
per cent o'f the peall: pulse current. 
BF '.3 Detec~tor system 
The principle neutron dEitector is a Miniature Model Mn 
1, BF.3 gas f1lled proport1onB~l counter, produced by the 
N. Wood Counter Laboratories. It 1s 1/4 in. in diameter and 
1 in. long. The boron 1s 96 per cent enriched in B10• The 
gas pressure is between 20 a:tlLd 60 cm. of mercury. The 
detector is made waterproof 'by sealing 1 t in a plastic tube. 
Figure 11 is a schematic: diagram of the electrical 
ctreuit associated with the E.F3 detector. The scaler used 
is a Nuclear-Chicago Model 18:tA scaler. The source of high 
vol tsge 1s E'J. ~~ a. Nu.clt~:-Chi cago ~odel 181A scal3r. 
Figure 11. Detector system 
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A second BFJ detector connected directly to a Radia-
tion Instruments Development Laboratory Model 206 scaler 
was used to normalize readings between runs. 
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EXPERI MENTAL PROCEDURES 
Physical Arrangement 
Figure 5 1nd1oates the physical layout of the major 
experimental apparatus. The therm.al neutron flux distribu-
tion was determined for three lattice arrays. ·For each 
lattice the water tank was filled to the top of the fuel 
with distilled water. Five pounds of potassium dichromate 
were dissolved in the water to prevent corrosion of the 
aluminium. Table 6 summarizes the pertinent information 
about each lattice array. Each array consisted of a.pproxi• 
mately a 33 in. oub1c core with a 6 1n. water reflector on 
the sides and bottom. There was a 3 1/2 in. wide water gap 
under the tube housing the drift tube. The neutron generator 
was operated at 100 microamps continuous beam operation for 
ea.ch measurement. 
Table 6. Information for lattice arrays 
Lattice Lattice Volume(ft3) Number of 
number spacing F"20 fuel elements 
1 1.8 in. 34.7 360 (4.6 cm.) 
2 2. 8 1n. 37.3 192 (7.1 om.) 
3 2.4 in. 36.5 231 (6.1 cm. ) 
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Counting Technique 
A BFJ detector was used to measure the thermal n~utron 
aot1v1ty in the suberitioal assembly. Figures 12, 13 and 
14 show the positions where the activity was measured. All 
horizontal traverses were made on a plane 19 1n. below the 
top of the fuel. 
The mon1 tor detector was encased in paraffin blookst 
and placed overhead 1n the room where the water tank was 
loeated. This detector was run. simultaneously with the BFJ 
detector. The mon1 tor detector provided a means to normalize 
the activity between measurements. The generator beam was 
shut off between ea.ch measurement, 1n order that the detec-
tor .pos1 tion could be changed. After the detector posi t1ons 
was changed the beam was turned on again, but there was no 
way of guaranteeing that the current would be identical f'or 
two dif:ferent detector positions. In order to account for 
any difference in beam current 1 t was necessary to di v1de 
the BF 3 detector count rate by the monitor detector count 
rate. Th1s ratio then gives a true indication of the actual 
flux distribution. 
Measurements were taken at eaoh detector position for 
periods of one to ten minutes depending on the activity. 
Count rates were never or such magnitude as to require dead 
time correction. 
Figure 12. Detector se·et1ngs, Gr1d 1 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Uni t Cell Calculations 
Theoretical predictions for f, p and k00 were obtained 
by using an IBM 360/50 computer. A flow chart for the com-
puter program 1s shown in Figure 1,5. The programmer inputs 
all known data relative to the unit eell suoh as diffusion 
and resonance parameters f o r the materials, d1mens1ons, an 
in1 tia.l unit cell radius ( &, ) , the amount by whioh the cell 
radius is to be incremented during ea.oh iteration and the 
number or caloula.t1ons to be ma.de. The next step in the 
program 1 s to solve matrix equation 69 for the unknown con-
stants A•, c1' , c2 •, F1', F2 • , and G'. 'lhese constants are 
used to eva.luate f , fr• P, kco and the nomal1zed flux dis-
tribution in the unit cell for ea.oh value of R-,• Table 7 (re-
ferences 20-26) summarizes the parameters used for this unit 
cell ealcula.tion. Table 8 prese.nts the resul.ts of the calcu-
lations for f • p and k00• Figures 16, 17 and 18 pre.sent these 
results graphically. Table 9 and F1gure 19 present the nor-
malized flux distribU.tion for the optimum unit cell radius. 
The theory predicts a k~ of 0.9240, . ~ = 2.370 om. (0.933 tn.) 
or a lattice spae1.ng of 4.740 cm. (1 •. 866 in.). This com• 
pares w1th k~ of 0.929 obtained by Burnett and William.son 
(26) who used a square lattice with a 1.75 1n. pitch. 
The shapes of the curves in :Figure s 16l 17 and 18 tend 
to verify what was suggested in. the theoretical analysis. 
That 1s, f decreases and p increases as~ 1s increased 
and k 00 passes through a maximum value. Figure 19 1s in 
general agreement with the assumed flux distr1but1on in 
Figur~ :3. The effect of the alum1n1um 1s small compared 
to the rest of the system. 
Table 7~ Parameters used for unit cell calculation 
Thermal 
~o 
u 
Al 
Resona.nee 
Dimensions 
D( cm.) 
0.181 
3. 08 
4.05 
0.585 
0. 65 
4.04 
0.0221 
0.363 
o.46 
0.1895** 
See Figure 7 
-X(cm.-2 ) Reference 
o.aa5 
o.44 
20 
20 
20 
21 
21 
23 
17 
1.75 cm. 4.oo cm. 
1 = 1.309 24 
f = 1.060 25, 26 
* Calculated from equation 24. 
~ . Calculated from empirical formula in (22). See 
Appendix B. 
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Table 8. Theoretical prediction for f, p and kc,o as 
funet1ons of ~ 
R t p kc,o 
1.750 1.002 0.3892 0 • .5412 
1.800 0.9694 o.4825 0. 6490 
1. a.50 0.9440 0,5536 0 . 7252 
1. 900 0 . 92.31 0.6093 0 . 7804 
1.950 0~9052 0.6539 0.8213 
2 . 000 0.8893 0 . 6903 0.8518 
2 . 050 0.8748 0.7206 0 . 8746 
2.100 o.8614 0.7461 0.8917 
2.110 o.s,aa 0.7507 o. a945 
2.120 0.8562 0.7552 0.8971 
2.130 0. 8537 0.7595 0.8996 
2.140 0.8511 0.7637 0.9020 
2.150 o. 8487 0.7678 0.9041 
2.160 o.8462 0.7718 0.9062 
2.170 o.B4J8 0. 7757 0.9081 
2.180 o.8413 0.7794 0.9099 
2.190 o.8J89 0.7830 0.9115 
2.200 0.8365 0.7866 0.9130 
2.210 0.8342 0.7900 0.9144 
2.220 0.8318 0.7934 0. 9157 
2 . 230 0.8295 0.7967 0.9169 
2.240 o.s271 0.7998 0.9179 
2.250 o.8248 o.ao29 0. 9189 
2.260 o.s225 0.8059 0. 9198 
2.270 o.a202 0.8089 0.9206 
2 . 280 o.s179 0.8118 0.9213 
2.290 o.a157 o.8145 0.9219 
2.300 0.81J4 o.a173 0.9224 
2.310 o.s112 0.8199 0.9229 
2.320 0. 8089 o.s225 0.92:3~ 
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Table 8. ( Continued) 
R f p kco 
2.330 0.8067 o.s2s1 0.9235 
2.340 0 . 8045 o.a275 0.92:;7 
2.350 o.ao2.3 0 . 8299 0 . 9239 
2.360 0.8001 0.8323 0.9239 
2.370 0.7979 0.8346 0.9240 
2.380 0.7957 0.8369 0.9239 
2.390 0.7935 0 . 8391 0 .• 9238 
2. 400 0.7913 o.8412 0.9236 
2.4,50 o.7aq5 o.a.513 0.9219 
2.500 0.7697 0.8604 0.9189 
2.550 0.7591 o.8686 0.9149 
2.600 0.7486 0 . 8760 0.9099 
2.650 0.7381 o.ea2s 0.9041 
2.700 0.7277 0 . 8890 0.8976 
2.750 0 . 7173 o. 8947 o.8904 
2 . 800 0.7070 0.8999 o.aa27 
2.850 0.6967 0.9047 0.8746 
2.900 o. 686.5 0.9091 0.8660 
2.950 0. 6763 0,9133 0.8570 
3.000 o. 6662 0.9171 0.8570 
3.050 0.6561 0.9207 0.8382 
3.100 o.6461 o.924~ 0.8382 
3.200 0. 6263 0.9300 0.8082 
3. 300 0. 6068 0.9353 0.7875 
3.400 0.5877 0.9400 0.7665 
3 • .500 0.5689 0.944.2 0 .. 7453 
3.600 0.5505 0.9479 0.7241 
3.700 0 • .5325 0.9513 0.7029 
3.800 0. 5150 0.9543 0.6820 
3.900 0.4980 0.9571 0.6614 
4.ooo o.4815 0.9526 o.6410 
Figure 15. Flow cha.rt for computer program 
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Table 9. Normalized flux d1str1but1on 1n optimum unit cell 
R Flux 
Moderator 0.0000 1.000000 
0.1270 0.996528 
0.2540 0.985987 
0.3810 0.968378 
o. 50~0 0.943824 
0.6350 0.912078 
Cladding 0.6350 0.912078 
0. 6560 0.911830 
0.6770 0.911582 
0.6980 0.911334 
0.7190 0.910962 
0.7400 0.910714 
Fu.el 0.7400 0.910819 
0.8079 0.909998 
0.8758 0.909718 
0.9437 0.909935 
1.012 0.910614 
1.079 0.911730 
1.147 0.913255 
1.215 0.91.5177 
1.283 0.917478 
1.351 0.920145 
1.419 0.923170 
Cladding 1.419 0.923170 
1.440 0.923923 
1. 461 0.924675 
1.482 0.925428 
1 • .50:3 0.926180 
1 • .524 0.926934 
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Table 9. ( Continued) 
R Flux 
Water Gap 1.524 0.926835 
1.551 0.947669 
1. 577 0.967634 
1.604 0.986483 
1.630 1.00446 
1.657 1.02158 
Tu.be Wall 1.657 1.02158 
1.675 1.02207 
1.693 1.02257 
1.710 1.02.306 
1.728 1.02369 
1.746 1.02418 
outer Moderator 1.746 1.02418 
1.846 1.08073 
1.946 1.12612 
2.046 1.16071 
2.146 1.18552 
2.246 1.20077 
2.346 1 . 20709 
2.446 1.20498 
Figure 19~ Calculated flux distribution for optimum unit cell 
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Buckling Experiments 
Tables 10. 11, 12 and 13 present the data obtained 1n 
the buckling eXl)eriments. Figures 20, 21, 22 and 2J pre-
sent the results graphically. The horizontal flux distri-
bution in the x (north-south) direotlon 1s ~kewed toward 
the negative direction for all lattice spacings measured. 
The flux distribution in they (east-west) direction is 
approximately symmetrical about the oenter in all trials. 
The vertical flux distribution behaves approximately in 
an exponential manner in regions removed from the source 
and edge . 
The skewed flux distribution in the x direction can be 
accounted for by the lack of fuel under the process tube 
that houses the generator drift tube and source. Without 
the fuel, a large moderator volume is present without an 
absorbing medium. Thus, neutrons are thermalized, but not 
absorbed, leading to a higher thennal neutron flux. The 
north side of the tank (positive x direction) has fuel 
present, thus prov1d1ng an absorbing medium. Consequently 
the thermal neutron flux is reduced relative to the flux in 
the negative x direction. A simple cosine distribution, 
obviously. does not apply in the x direction. Consequently• 
an assumed extrapolated boundary, a , based on theory was 
used to determine buckling. Murray (22) points out that for 
an end reflected rectangular parallelp1ped. reactor 1n which 
Table 10. Experimental results,. Grid 1, Run la 
Coordinate (in.) 
* D ** M 
X 
-13.5 
-10.5 
- 7.5 
- 4.5 
- 2.s 
- 1.5 
1.5 
4.5 
7.5 
10 • .5 
13.5 
y 
11.7.5 
a.s 
5.0 
o.o 
• 5.5 
- 9.0 
-10.5 
... 12.0 
9 
15 
21 
27 
33 
39 
z 
(z = a.5 in., z = 19 in.) 
J8424 19.S 1}44563 
.53401 231 lt4079) 
56797 2 38 '• 37 02 b 
72996 270 ~;21704 
64095 253 ln0666 
60241 245 l}24569 
43713 209 l}J8211 
4.5954 214 ~;00193 
33531 183 501933 
2 3299 152 A~7 4427 
12484 112 '~8049 
(x = 10.5 1n. 1 z = 19 in.) 
12772 113 1~2249 
18555 1J6 :328527 
17526 132 :317067 
16628 129 ;~69216 
17253 131 284517 
12153 110 :312632 
107.5.5 104 ~!66330 
19055 138 516130 
Cx = 6 in., l = -11., 1n.~ 
.34784 l.86 :37 J428 
40269 201 '.380048 
22118 164 l4-Q2149 
14716 121 '.394051 
10267 101 1580845 
4152 6.5 6989·49 
666 
663 
661 
720 
640 
651 
662 
707 
708 
688 
638 
644 
572 
563 
J18 
533 
558 
516 
718 
611 
616 
644 
627 
825 
835 
D/M 
0.086.5 
0.121 
0.130 
0.140 
0.156 
0.142 
0.0996 
0.0918 
0.0668 
0.0492 
0.0306 
0.0318 
0.0564 
0.0553 
0.0618 
0. 0606 
0.0:389 
0.0403 
0.0369 
0.0928 
0.1061 
0.0674 
0.0.373 
0.0150 
0.00582 
a 
o.ooos 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.0005 
0.0004 
0.0004 
0.0003 
0.0003 
0.000.3 
0 .0004 
0.0004 
0.0005 
0. 000.5 
0.0004 
0.0004 
0.0003 
0 .0005 
o·.0006 
0.0004 
0.0003 
0.0002 
0.00009 
* D represents BF 3 detec1oor count rate 1n subcr1 t1cal assembly. 
** M represents mon1 tor d~~tector count rate. All count 
rates in counts per minutes. 
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Table 11. Experimental results, Grid 1 t Run 1b 
Coordinate 
(in.) 
* D ** M 
x (y = 11.5 in. 1 z = 19 1n. ) 
23817 
24915 
32069 
36599 
32853 
36663 
26581 
15580 
15454 
154 
158 
179 
191 
181 
191 
163 
125 
124 
359047 
341723 
393157 
394555 
402869 
400J12 
393718 
390608 
394020 
l (x = 6 in. 1 z = 19 1n~) 
13~75 7928 89 270326 
10~5 11285 106 271212 
5. 5 18649 137 271316 
3. 5 21663 147 281817 
2.0 26061 161 J04537 
o.o 30947 176 332907 
- 2.0 25471 159 J22J40 
- 3. 5 27107 164 331008 
- 8 . 0 17695 133 3002,56 
- 9.5 15815 126 ,3386573 
.. 13. 0 9399 97 31 195 
z (x = 6 in., y = 
1'.3 37175 
15 45450 
17 J889J 
19 33750 
21 28524 
23 24491 
25 17618 
27 15274 
11.5 in.~ 
193 315127 
213 334077 
197 345077 
184 358.588 
169 .352673 
156 323364 
133 322288 
124 351984 
599 
584 
626 
628 
6J5 
6JJ 
627 
624 
627 
519 
520 
520 
530 
552 
577 
567 
575 
548 
582 
563 
562 
578 
587 
599 
593 
568 
567 
576 
D/M 
0 . 0664 
0 . 0729 
0.0816 
0~0928 
0 .. 0818 
0 . 0916 
0.,0676 
0.0400 
0 . 0392 
0,,0294 
0.,04.'.32 
0 . 0688 
0.0768 
0.0855 
0 . 0929 
0. 0790 
0 . 0818 
0.0589 
0.0467 
0. 0297 
0.117 
0.136 
0.113 
0.0942 
0.0808 
0.0758 
0 . 0547 
0.0433 
(J 
0.0004 
0. 0005 
0 .. 0006 
0 .. 0005 
0,.0005 
0.0005 
0 .. 0004 
0.0003 
0.0003 
0.0009 
0.0004 
0.0005 
0 . 0005 
0.0007 
0 . 0006 
0.0005 
0.000.5 
0.000.5 
0.0004 
0.0009 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.0005 
0.0005 
0.0005 
0.0005 
0.0004 
* D represents BF'.3 detector count rate in subcr1t1cal 
assembly. 
** M represents mQn1tor detector count rate. All count 
rates in counts per m.1nute. 
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Table 12. Exl)erimental resul. ts, Grid 2 
* ** D/M Coordinate D aD M a!,t <J (1n.) 
X ,jf = ,-1,3 1n.. z z = 19 in) 
-14.o 4320 JS t10200 192 0.04J1 0.0004 
-11.5 5225 39 ll06000 146 0.0492 0.0004 
- 6 • .5 7940 40 1l17500 153 0.0675 0 .• 0004 
- J.0 464o 39 96800 179 0.0480 0.0004 
- 1 • .5 7580 39 1l 31J00 162 0.0.576 0 . 0004 
1.0 5180 32 ll16J00 153 0.0445 0.0003 6.o 2465 22 1l15800 153 0.0213 0.0002 
11.0 2640 23 lL12100 150 0.02:35 0 . 0002 
16.0 2060 20 3L16700 1.53 0.0176 0.0002 
z {x = 11 1ne I z = 12 1n. :L 
15. 5 1142 20 95504 178 0.0120 0.0002 
10. 25 2182 27 B9230 173 0.0244 0.0003 
7.0 3360 34 95582 179 0 . 0352 0.0003 
3.5 3650 35 B4152 168 0.0433 0.0004 
1.25 4567 39 B9285 17J 0.0.511 0.0005 
... 1 . 25 4976 41 l01609 184 0.0490 0.0004 
- 3.0 4490 39 1L08147 190 0.0412 0.0004 
- 6.2.5 2446 29 90764 174 0 . 0270 0.0003 
- 9.5 1602 2J a1950 165 0.01957 0.0003 
-14.5 1200 20 88204 172 0.01362 0.0004 
z (x = 11 1n. 1 l = -11.,2 iI!tl 
s.o 5531 33 jl27914 160 0.0433 0 . 0003 
11. 0 5381 33 JL31097 162 0.0412 0.0003 
14.o :3824 28 jLJ1037 162 0.0292 0.0002 
17.0 2885 24 tJ5J40 164 0.0214 0.0002 
20.0 2028 20 t:39800 161 0.014.52 0.00014 
22.0 1477 17 jLJ7500 166 0 . 01073 0.00012 
24.0 1126 15 t4J200 169 0.00785 0.00011 
26 .0 780 13 t45500 170 0.00539 0.00009 
27.0 600 11 jl45J00 170 0.00413 0.00008 
33.0 217 5 i52691 123 0.00142 0.00004 
39.0 11.1,7 .5 jLJ5000 164 0.00109 0.00004 
* D represents BF:3 detector count rate in subcri t1cal. 
assembly. 
** M represents monitor d-1:i!t e otor count rate . All count 
rates in counts per minute. 
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Table 1J. Exper1men ta.l results, Grid) 
* ** D/M Coordinate D oD M OM a (in.) (cpm) ( cpm) 
x Lt = +12 in. a z = 12 in. 2 
-14.5 2162 27 60100 142 0.0359 0.0005 
-10.5 .3529 34 62200 145 0.0578 o.oooES 
- 6.5 5268 42 64500 147 o.oe1a 0.0007 
... 2.25 5660 43 66700 149 0.0848 0 . 0007 
1~8 4930 41 75300 159 0.0654 0 •. 0006 6.o 2200 27 62600 145 0.0352 0.0005 
10.2 1790 25 71400 155 0.0251 0.0005 
14.25 787 16 60160 142 0.0131 0.0003 
y ,x = 1J.~ in., z = 19 in.) 
15.25 824 17 62000 144 0.01:300 0 . 0003 
10.5 2730 27 61600 144 0.0362 0.0004 
5.0 2740 JO 61800 144 o.o44J 0.0005 
2.0 2780 31 61.500 144 0.0452 0.0005 
- 0.5 3070 31 63600 146 o.o48J 0 . 0005 
- 6.o 2970 J2 65000 148 0.0457 0.0005 
-10.5 2270 29 64700 147 0.0351 0.0004 
-14~5 1237 20 63200 146 0.0157 0.0003 
z (x = -10.2 in., ¥ = +12 1n.) 
6.o 169.50 75 71100 154 0.249 0.001 
9.0 26350 74 105500 187 0 . 250 0.001 
12.0 14720 70 94200 178 0.1568 0.008 
15.0 8010 52 76300 160 0.1050 0.007 
18.0 5560 43 85000 109 0.0659 0.006 
19.0 3520 34 62200 14,5 0.0567 0.006 
21.0 3204 33 81400 165 0.0394 0.004 
24.0 1515 39 73300 157 0.0207 0.002 
27.0 932 18 79900 164 0.0168 0.002 
33.0 330 11 80600 165 0.00410 0.00013 
39.0 101 6 69051 152 0.00146 0.00008 
* D represents BF3 detector count rate in suboritieal assembly. 
** M represents monitor detector count rate. 
rates in counts per minute. 
All count 
Figttre 20a. Ho-rizontal flux distr ibution , Grid 1 1 RUn 1a. 
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Figure 20b. Vertical flux distribution, Grid 1t Bun 1a 
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Figure 22a. Horizontal flux distribution, Grid 2 
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Figure 23a. Horizontal flux distribution, Gri d 3 
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the core and reflector have similar diffusion properties, the 
therm.al neutron flux extrapolates to zero at one diffusion 
length from the core-reflector boundary. The diffusion pro-
perties of the system under 1nvestigat1.9n are similar since 
the moderator and reflector are water. The diffusion length 
of water 1s approximately 1.1· in. (2.8 . om.). By adding this 
dimension to each side of the core d.1mens1ons the extra-
polated boundary 1s .35.2 1n. 
The flux distribution 1n .they direot\~n R,pear~ to be 
only slightly influenced by the water gap under the drift 
tube . In Figures 21a and 22a, there is a tendency for the 
flux to experience a sharp peak near the center rather than 
a smooth cos1n·e curve. SUch a peak 1s not observed 1n 
Figures 20a and 2 Ja. The reason that the peak 1 s not observed 
in Figure 20a is that the measurements at . 5.5 1n. were 
taken at the po1nt in the grid where the threaded steel rod 
causes a slight discontinuity 1n the latt1oe. The reading 
at +.5 was higher than should be expected because of another 
discontinuity 1n the lattice where a fuel rod had been re-
moved. Because of this discontinuity there was more water 
around the detector than at other positi ons. Consequently, 
the reading is high, due to the increased thermal flux at 
those points. It was beeause of this that two runs were 
made on grid 1 . The lack of peaki ng in Figure 2 Ja can pro-
bably be attributed to the fact that the influence or the 
water gap is small at that distance from the source. A 
9.5 
cosine curve was fitted to the data for Figure 23a by the 
method of least squares and an extrapolation distance, b, 
of Y1 in. was obtained.. '!his value wa s used for a and b 
1n grid 3, whereas 35 .. 2 1n. was used 1n all other grids. 
The vertical flux measur~ments tend to drop off near 
the top of the tank and also near the bottom.. This behavior 
can be attributed primarily to source and end effects. 
The six inch reflector at the bottom is probably causing 
those readings near the bottom to be higher than normally 
would be expected. Consequently a smaller value ot y can 
be expected than for the bare case. Tabl e 14 summarizes 
values of 2 a., b, y and B fo r each grid arrangement. 
Table 14. Results or buckling calculations 
Grid Lattice spacing a 1n. bin. -1 B'J, in.-2 -v in. 
in. (cm.) (cm. ) (cm. ) ( cm. -l) ( cm.-2 ) 
1a 1.8 4.6 35.2 35.2 •0a089.J +.0079 -(88.0) (88.0) c-o.03s1> (+.0012) 
lb 1.8 4.6 35.2 35.2 -0.0924 +.0064 (88.0) (88.0) c-0.0363> (+.00098) 
2 2.a 7.1 35.2 3.5.2 -0.122 +.0011 (88.0) (88.0) (-0.0483) (+.00017) 
:; 2.4 6.1 37.0 37.0 -0.1496 -.0080 
(94.2) (94.2) (-0.0585) (-.0012) 
B2 1s calculated from equation 84. If 37.0 1n. was used for 
all values of extrapolated dimension buckling would be 
-2 +0.0065, +0.0059, -0.0005 and -0. 0080 in. (+0.0010, +0.00092, 
-0.00008 and .. 0.0012 om.-2 ) respectively. All of these re-
sults except for grid 3 were higher than would be expeoted. 
It 1 s d1 ff1 oul t to exPla1n th1 s behavior since 1 t 1 s known 
that B2 should be negat1 ve for a natural ure.n1\UD., light 
water system. The large water gap 1,tnder the drift tube 
and the s1x inch reflector at the bottom could be influencing 
the count rate 1n such a manner as to g1 ve a false value of 
y. A factor that could cause an increase in k00 and hence 
in buckling is the high energy multip11cat1on of source 
neutrons while slowing down to fission energy, represented 
by E ' 1n Burnett and Williamson ( 26) . <= 9 would then re-
present the total fast fission factor. A value of" e • = 1.083 
was determined by Burnett and Williamson. 
The results indicate that the lattice spacing of 4. 6 cm. 
provides the largest buckling of the three grids studied. 
'Ih1s spacing agrees with the theoretical optimum. spao1ng 
of 4.74 om. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The results show that the optimum lattice spao1ng 1s 
approximately 1.8 1n. (4. 6 cm.). The lack of fUel under the 
drift tube ea.uses a deviation from the theoretical cosine 
behavior in the horizontal directions. It probably affects 
the vertical d1rect1on also, but to a lesser degree. 
The theoretical prediction of optimum lattice spacing 
agrees w1tb the value determined experimentally. The com- . 
puter program developed for the theoretical prediction is 
a flexible program and ean be adapted to other unit cell 
configura. tions. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
There was no means of placing fuel under the d.1'1ft tube 
with the fuel support guide on top of the tank. Now that 
the optimum lattice spacing is known, a grid plate should 
be constructed that can be placed on the bottom or the 
tank,. The gr1d plate should be capable of seating the fuel 
:rods so that they remain vertical. MeI:aniel s.nd Elliott ( 5) 
describe an adequat·e structure. The grid plate wo1.tld allow 
loading a short fuel element with three slugs under the 
drift tube. Th1s loading should cause the horizontal flux 
distributions to resemble a cosine distribution more closely. 
Until such a gr1d plate ean be obtained, the fuel rod guide 
now being used should be modified so that a threaded steel 
:rod could be located at the center of the al:uminium rods and 
two steel rods located over the refloctor region on the sides. 
This would eliminate the small discontinuities now present 
in the lattice at the locations of the rod except along the 
center 11ne of the lattice. 
The BF3 detector should be modified to allow 1t to be 
placed within the hollow fuel slug. ~1ng this will permit 
data to be taken w1 thout moving any fuel element. 
Experiments similar to those performed for this thesis 
should be conducted w1th a bare system. With a lattice 
spacing greater than about 6 cm., 1 there are sufficient :fuel 
elements to aohieve a bare system. This oan be done by 
99 
removing the 6 in. spaoer on the bottom, adding a fifth fuel 
element and loading fuel elements to the wall of the tank. 
The actual values of f, Pt k00 and keff should be de-
termined. There are conventional exper1mental techniques 
designed to deter.m.1ne these parameters 1n the literature. 
The fa$t fission factor,<== , was assumed to be constant 
for the theoretical treatment of this thesis. In reality, 
. '= does vary. An experiment should be pertonned to detemine 
,:l.1?~ .... 
the variance of 1:: • '!he eff eot of G • • the high energy f1 ssion 
factor, should also be determined. 
An experiment should be performed w1 th the object1 ve 
of determining the effects of potassium d1chromate on the 
moderating prop.ert1es of water. 
When the ¾O system 1 s well understood, 1 t would be 
very 1nterest1ng to use heavy water (n2o) in the assembly. 
This would require added safety precautions due to the 
possib111 ty of achieving a or1 t1cal condi t1on. 
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APPENDIX A 
Symbols Used 
Arb1trary constant 
Extrapolated dimensions of parallelp1ped 
Buckling 
Arbitrary constants 
Diffusion coefficient ot 1th region 
count rate of BF3 detector (used only in tables) 
Arbitrary constants 
Thermal utilization factor: ratio of thermal 
neutrons absorbed in. fuel to total them.al 
neutrons absorbed 
Arbitrary constant 
Bessel functions 
Bessel functions 
In1'1n1 te mul t1pl1ca.t1on factor: ra:t1o of total 
number of thermal neutrons absorbed, on the average, 
in one generation to the average number of thennal 
neutrons absorbed in the preceding generation in 
an 1nf1n1 te med1 um 
Diffusion length 
Effective neutron lifetime 
Matrix 
Mon1 tor detector count rate (used only 1n ta.bl.es) 
Integers representing ha.monies of general solu-
tions to diffusion equations 
Neutron 
Rate of themal neutron production 
p 
Q 
q 
R, r 
w 
x, Y, z 
y 
E 
are 
¢ 
- 2 
" 
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Resonance escape probability: the fraction of 
fast (fission) neutrons wh1oh escape capture 
while being slowed down 
'Ibtal number of thermal neutrons absorbed in 
fuel 
Slowing down density 
Radial distance 
Constant 
Coordinate axes 
Fraction of delayed neutrons 1n fission 
Inverse relaxation length 
Fast f1ss1on factor: ratio of total number of 
fast neutrons produced by fissions due to all 
energies to the number resulting from thermal 
neutron fissions 
High energy fast fission factor 
Average number of fast fission neutrons em1tted 
per thermal neutron captured 1n the fuel 
Inverse diffusion length 
Maoroscop1c absorption cross section 
Eff'eet1 ve resonance integral 
Neutron flux 
Laplacian operator 
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APPENDIX B 
E
4 
For Fuel At Resonance E!lerg1es 
Accord! ng to Murray ( 22) , the micro scop1 c eft ec t1 ve 
resonance integral. for natural uranium 1s 
are= 9.25(1 + 2.67 j>• 
For the unit cell of this thesis, 
.§ = n(~ + R3) • 
M f UTT( R3-Bi )2 
Then 9.25(1 + 2.67 ,1.41; + .740) are= f8. (.679) 
= 22.44 barns 
Also Murray gives 
for resonance energies. 
Then ~ 0.0473 X 22.45 
"a:, = --5. 6 -
= .1895 cm-1 
(86) 
(87) 
(88) 
